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- **The Consumer World (Holidays Pictures, Video)**
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Introducing the Intelligent Network Caching Architecture

The Architecture

Bringing a copernican revolution to network and storage

INCA is Tight Coupling between Networks and Storage.
Exposition of Storage Capacity
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**The Architecture**

**INCA Layers**

- **INTERFACE** – API towards application and services
- **DATA MANAGEMENT LAYER** – Middleware to optimise the positioning of data in the network.
- **STORAGE PROTOCOL LAYER** – (Standardised) protocols to transport data and control operations on the HW.
- **STORAGE CONTROL LAYER** – SW (or HW) that controls racks of disks, optimizing performance and security.
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INCA addons

- HITP (Storage Transport Protocol)
- HICP (Storage Control Protocol, it controls HITP)
- INCA Middleware (The INCA Intelligence, it speaks HICP)
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Restrictions
The current Internet as a real-case test-bed.

HITP Aim
To transport huge volumes (Terabytes) of data in an efficient way.

HICP Aim
To control HITP w/o being too intrusive.
HITP Key Properties

- Minimize Overhead
- Direct Storage Access/Addressing
- Deal with unordered packets (Connectionless??)
- Easily Proxable (Connectionless!!!)
- Deal with many peers (Connectionless!!)

HITP Today Constraints
- Over IP to be routable by INCA-Unaware nodes (a necessary evil)
- Simple header to fast analyzation
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Output Channel Properties

- View of a Readable Storage Medium (sync/async)
- In charge for Avoiding Network Congestion
- In charge for Traffic Shaping
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- Reliability
- Conciseness and Completeness
- Security (Mostly Integrity)
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- Network Coding;
- Logistical placement for data chunks;
- Deal with specific data and user needs;
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The Problem: Optimal Replica Placement for storage and content distribution.

The Issues: Avoid Centralization, Performances, Balancing.

The Solution: LCN and VCN.
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- The Problem: Optimal Replica Placement for storage and content distribution
- The Issues: Avoid Centralization, Performances, Balancing
- The Solution: LCAN and VCAN
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- Providing benchmark on real-case scenario
- An Ad-Hoc middleware module
- MultimediaN applications
- Developing further the protocols, bringing them to the most appropriate standardisation bodies (IETF, OGF).
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- Extensive long-term technical todo list and road map
- Cooperation with other entities, both academic and industrial
  and of course...
- World Domination!
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